RECEPTIONS & CEREMONY SPACES

Timeless Charm
& Modern Elegance
Nestled in the foothills of the beautiful Blue Ridge Mountains, our sprawling country resort provides
the perfect backdrop for your magical wedding. Bring your unique vision to life in a place where natural
beauty meets elevated, modern execution. From a grand affair to a more intimate reception, our two
exquisite ballrooms and 600 acres of Charlottesville countryside can accommodate weddings of all sizes.

Ceremony
The Green

Heritage Waterfront

Located in an open field with a lake view,
The Green’s expansive space and the gentle
trickle from the nearby spillway will
immerse you in nature.

Heritage Waterfront encapsulates the
romance of Boar’s Head Resort, with lakeside
views as your backdrop and our scenic bridge
as the ideal place for photos.

CAPACITY: 250

CAPACITY: 120

Foundation Lawn

Arbor Courtyard

For a ceremony space with heritage and natural
serenity, our Foundation Lawn is perfectly tucked
between our historic resort and Foundation Lake.

A quaint stone path and The Mill Room’s
picturesque staircase sets the stage for
your ceremony in our Arbor Courtyard.

CAPACITY: 200

CAPACITY: 100

Reception
Pavilion
CEREMONY & RECEPTION
Our classic Pavilion, the grandest of our
ballrooms, can be used for both ceremony
and reception and is flexible to the
needs of your guests.
CAPACITY: 120 PER SPACE (x3)
RECEPTION: 400

Ballroom
The unique fireplace and hardwood
floors will make our spacious Ballroom
feel intimate and warm for you
and your loved ones.
CAPACITY: 200

Hearth, Arbor, Patio
Open your reception to the outdoors in the
Hearth, Arbor and Patio space, where you
and your guests can enjoy our rustic interior
fireplace with exposed beams from the
1800s, as well as our outdoor stone patio.
CAPACITY: 100
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